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EDITORIAL

Welcome to another special edition of Café com 
BlackBerry Magazine. This edition was a truly 
amazing run. We caught up a huge list of Top 
“Built for BlackBerry” developers that collaborated 
towards making this edition a success.

For those who do not know, this is a Brazilian 
magazine and has a different target audience, 
an audience that really loves what has in their 
hands, the BlackBerry smartphones.

For this audience, we created this magazine 
solely by passion and, in some parts, without 
gaining much so, only by the will to share the 
information for those who want to receive.

One of the greatest breakthroughs of this special 
edition is the fact that it will be our fi rst World 
Wide edition, with versions in English and 
Brazilian Portuguese.

For this special edition, we have team up with 
#TeamBBlogs that always look for productive 
ways and means to promote BlackBerry as a 
brand, its products, as well as the developer 
community.

We have compiled a list of top app developers  
to showcase their apps and profi les and we 
also gathered an exclusive interview with Luca 
Filigheddu from BlackBerry, and we are trully 
gratefull for the support and collaboration of all 
developers.

That’s all I have to say for this edition, I hope you 
enjoy and benefi t from our publication. 

Thank you for taking your time to download and 
read our magazine, have a good read!

Quen-Quen
Creative Commons

Esta obra está licenciada sob Creative    Com-
mons - Atribuição - Uso não-comercial - 
Vedada  a  criação de obras derivadas - 
3.0 Brasil.

Mais informações, visite: http://www.creativecom-
mons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/br/

Founder & Editor
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Manager, 
Global 

Developer 
Ecosystem

Exclusive Interview

Luca Filigheddu

I am really happy to see our developer communities followed 
and supported us during this important transition for our 
company. - Luca Filigheddu“

16
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arco Gallo. I live in Sicily ( Italy), where 
the sun shines 360 days/years!

 I got my first computer at 7 years old, an 
old and cool 386 full of splendid games, I still 
dreaming it sometimes!

 I started to develop android apps on 
2011 with many disappointment, I then switch 
at 01/2012 on BlackBerry Platform and i was so 
happy from hardware performances, big support 
and no more memory leaks!BlackBerry sent me 
a BlackBerry Playbook for update and improve 
existing apps and then I never stop the developing 
of new apps and games on this amazing platform. 
I ever created a local BlackBerry Developer Group 
thanks to Luca Filigheddu, and I support  everyday 
many developers that want to join on BlackBerry 
platform.

 I graduated in Computer Science in 2013, 
after 2 months I was choosen as BlackBerry Elite 
for my engagement in the BlackBerry Platform.

M

Marco Gallo

Profile
 I prefer object oriented languages, indeed 
my programming languages are Java, Javascript, 
HTML5, C#. I develop games using the famous 
Unity3D Engine.

Apps Portfolio

 My fav app is Turbo Note: I develop this 
app during the BlackBerry Jam at Madrid in 2013, 
the app was intended as a joke because the first 
version of Turbo Note doesn’t not contain any 
form of data storage. 

 I showed the apps to others developers 
and they where really surprised because Turbo 
Note really doesn’t have any complicated storage 
system inside but simply rely on BlackBerry HUB 
notification!

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/24197/
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Coming!
My Puppy Cat

Adopt a virtual Cat and 
relive the tamagotchi era of 
the 90’s in a modern touch 
on your BlackBerry 10.

Your goal is to grow it and 
keep always happy.

My PuppyCat is the 
newest app by Marco 
Gallo and will be out 
before Christmas.

Features:
• Keep it clean by washing
• Tickle him for his pleasure
• Feed it
• Acquire Accessories
• Play with
• Get him out of the room to 

run freely

Turbo Note is the fastest note-writing application of the world!

You can immediately take note of everything  and share on social 
networks with a single swipe!

Functions:
• Save note in  HUB  as Notification ( New Function !! Very Useful !!)
• Save note in Remember
• Set note as BBM status, share via BBM , BBM Channels!!
• Share via Mail , share via NFC
• Share via Facebook , Twitter , Linkedin, Google+!!! + Save Notes 

in Calendar
• Coloured Notes
• Password Protection
• Backup your Notes on Remember
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Marco Gallo

Selfie Cam Marine Assistant
The perfect selfie application for you, 
SelfieCam bring selfie so easily!

A “Selfie” photo is a photo taken 
with your front phone camera at near 
distance, alone or with your friends,
 
Using Selfie Cam you can do “selfie” 
right and fast : 
Open the app, pose and press the 
screen!

Rapid, cool and FREE !

Vessels tracking utility using AIS ( 
Automatic Identification System ).

Functionality:
• Native BlackBerry 10 Application 
• Display vessel, boat, yoatch, 

military ships, fishing ships on 
maps using coloured markers and 
give information as speed,position, 
type and more ( public internet 
datas ).

• The app can track single ship and 
display the route using MMSI/IMO 
code.

• Search and track Ships/Vessel by 
name

• Weather information like wind 
speed, temperature, and solar 
ephemeris 

• BBM integration
• Portrait/ Landscape Mode
• Easy Zooming
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Nostalgia

Space Arcade

Breakfast Saga

Play and learn about retrogaming!

Nostalgia is not a simply breakout game, every 
level is inspired to a famous console or retro game 
of the past. It’s super fun, addictive and full of 
Power-ups!

This is the first chapter, support the development 
of “Nostalgia” using donation button!

Full Working on all BlackBerry10 Devices : Q10, Q5, 
Passport.

Unleash your inner astronaut and get engage 
in this awesome space shooting game. Shot 
down the asteroids to clean your path to 
the Plane, and defends your life from UFOs!

Grab Power up, minerals and additional life! 

Everything free, on your BlackBerry10 !

The most delicious saga after the candy epoch is 
HERE !

Super awaited by many fans, Breakfast Saga is the 
new 3-match puzzle game with a lot of goodies 
and improvements, it was designed using the best 
candy-players suggestions and their style !

I have planned the release of an enterprise 
application on fi rst Q1 of 2015. Stay tuned!

Future Plans
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arco Bavagnoli. I am living in Vercelli, 
Italy.
  I am a courious being and I 
always been attracted to technology 

and all kind of sciences expecially astronomy. 
The step that introduced me into devloping stuff, 
was when I was young and my dad gifted me a 
game console, a Texas Instruments TI99/4A with 
a cartridge for BASIC language :)

 When PCs appeared, I started loving 
pascal, assembler, C/C++ and in 2005 I discovered 
the Qt framework. With my background of Qt 
and its introduction in the new BlackBerry 10 
OS in 2012, it was easy to start loving BB10 
not only for its brand, but also for developing.

 My first app is been Tube, later on called 
Super2 due to the YouTube restrictions. It’s now 
called SuperTube and it has also a new icon 
because of wishes of many user. I asked help 
about the design for the new icon to the users 
and I got awesome responses from them!

Profile

Marco Bavagnoli

M
 I always tried to listen to suggestions and 
critics from users, by this SuperTube is becomed 
very popular also for the many reviews written 
on many blogs around the world.

 After a lot of updates, I thought that was 
the time to build also other apps: LapseLab 
HD, AudioExtractor, VideoShrinker, AvatArt, 
VideoGIFer, SupremeRadio, WallExpo. With this 
last app I won a voucher for for a BlackBerry 
certification test which I always wished, and now I 
am a proud BlackBerry Certified Native Developer!

 I am not very active on social networks. 
I started to follow developers on the 
#BlackBerryDev IRC channel on Freenode (with 
lildeimos as the nickname) and on the BlackBerry 
developer forum. 

 Also attending to developer related 
events, let me meet some valued guys like Luca 
Filigheddu (AKA @filos actually Global Developer 
Ecosystem at BlackBerry) which is a real glue 
with us Italian developers, and also Alessandro 
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Bellotti (BlackBerry Elite member) golden friend 
and great developer with whom I developed 
some blog apps with some relevant success 
like MB10, Clic, Technonation, Berry-IL, B-FR.

 Recently, with some other developer 
friends, I received the Silver BlackBerry Partner 
approval in the hope we will develope some useful 
enterprise applications.

Apps Portfolio

h t t p : / / a p p w o r l d . b l a c k b e r r y . c o m /
webstore/vendor/57559/

LapseLab HD

SuperTube for Youtube

Time-lapse photography is a technique whereby the 
frequency at which film frames are captured (the 
frame rate) is much lower than that used to view 
the sequence. When played at normal speed, time 
appears to be moving faster and thus lapsing. For 
example, an image of a scene may be captured once 
every second, then played back at 30 frames per 
second. 

The result is an apparent 30-times speed increase.

SuperTube is a Fully featured YouTube 
native client for streaming YouTube videos 
that let’s you watch, download videos for 
offline use, rate, share and much more.

You can download SuperTube for free and 
it’s available for all BlackBerry 10 handsets 
- what’s not to like about that?

Some Features:
• BlackBerry 10 native look and feel.
• BBM connected application.
• List of preloading activities with 

percentage and bandwidth usage.
• PRELOAD videos
• EXTRACT AUDIO from your LOCAL 

VIDEOs.
• and much, much more...
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WallExpo
Attach your device to usb or to a 
power supply and WallExpo will ask 
if you wish to start the slide show.
Connect your device to your home 
TV by a HDMI cable to have a great 
experience.

A lot of transitions between photos 
and images are used and they can 
be chosen. Also choose photo 
folders you wish to display while 
playing music stored in your device.

VideoGIFer - animated gif maker

VideoGIFer allows you to take a short video clip, customize it, and then convert it to the popular GIF 
format to create an animated meme. The finished product can then be saved and set as BBM avatar, 
a contact picture, added to your Twitter profile, or even shared for others to enjoy as well!

It is also possible to save with mp4 format and share for example on FaceBook or any other social 
that support it.

Make you tweets, avatars, contact pictures, and other GIF compatible apps stand out with an 
animated GIF from VideoGIFer.
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lessandro Bellotti, residente in 
provincia di Varese, Italy. Hobbyist 
developer, with knowledge of object 
oriented programming. 

 Quite simply they are a computer expert, 
who for personal reasons, has developed its core 
business in the gas station and car wash self 
service.

 I choose BlackBerry because I’ve had the 
opportunity to participate in the BBJam World 
Tour in Milan, I was assigned a device Dev Alpha 
and respect for the trust given to me, I started my 
adventure. Obviously the ability to publish on a 
store free, to have a detailed documentation and 
a support forum from impressive were relevant.

 BlackBerry is like a family to me. I am 
honored to be able to develop on this platform 
and be a member of the BlackBerry Elite program. 
The platform is continuously improving and the 
opportunity to approach the enterprise sector is 
a new challenge / opportunity that I do not want 
to miss.

Profile

Alessandro Bellotti

A
 Emm ... what else to add? If not that I am 
honored to be a developer on the BlackBerry 10 
platform. 

 Definitely hoping to continue the 
development of applications that can make 
pleasure and improve productivity of the users 
of BlackBerry

Apps Portfolio

• Echo
• Food Diary
• Mc Finder
• Pizzino 2.0
• Clic
• MB 10
• Dev Group Italy
• and more...

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/39638/
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Mc Finder

Echo

Mc Finder is the unofficial app to find sales 
points McDonald’s in Italy.

Always available offline is the product catalog 
McDonald’s® with the nutritional values   and 
allergens.

The data were taken from published data on the 
website of Italian McDonald’s® and are supplied 
as they are at the time of publication of the app.

Echo is an app for BlackBerry 10 to make 
Voice Recordings; with Echo you will be 
allowed to easily record, play and share 
your voice recordings.

Echo is designed to be fast and easy to use: 
recording a new note, playing and sharing it 
in only 3 steps. 

But Echo isn’t just this.

With Echo you can differentiate your voice 
notes with 18 categories, fully customizable, 
whether by name or color.

All the Echo’s features are available to use 
for FREE.

The app purchase is available just to remove 
banners for only 0.99$.

Food Diary
The food diary is one valuable therapeutic tool.
This is a Freemium App, for the first four days 
the app is fully functional, the fifth some 
functions are locked and can be unlocked with 
the purchase in the app.

Make use of a food diary in order to realize if 
you eat too much, or even if you do it casually, 
it is not the only function of this tool.
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Manager, 
Global 

Developer 
Ecosystem

Luca Fil

I am really happy to see our developer communities followed 
and supported us during this important transition for our 
company. - Luca Filigheddu“
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ligheddu
 40 years old, Electronic Engineer, spent 
the past 14 years in various companies/
startups in the field of telecommunications 
and social media. 

 At the beginning I worked as a developer, 
then as CTO/CEO/Founder, both in Italy and 
San Francisco.

 I joined BlackBerry in July 2012 as 
Developer Evangelist and became Head of Dev 
Evangelism EMEA in August 2013. After that, 
in March 2014, there were some important 
changes and the role of Dev Evangelist doesn’t 
exist anymore.

 I am now managing the Developer 
Communities globally.

 From the technical standpoint, I am a 
C++ developer and BlackBerry Certified Native 
builder, despite I don’t have much time to code 
these days :-)

Biography

Why BlackBerry and how did you beco-

me a BlackBerry Developer Evangelist?

 My latest startup was not very 
successful and was looking for a change. A 
friend working for BlackBerry informed me 
about this position and I was hired in July 2012. 

 It means to stay in touch with the top 
developers who are bringing great content for 
our customers and engage them so that they 
can support us during the transition to our 
enterprise-focus in the best way as possible. 
We recently launched the Enterprise Developer 
Groups program, for example. 

 It is very important for us to make 
sure our developer community can still be 
successful now that the company is focusing 
on the business/enterprise market with lots 
of new innovative products and services, not 
devices only.

What does represent to you to manage 

the BlackBerry developer communities 

globally?

Exclusive Interview
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What do you think about this new era 

in BlackBery development with Amazon 

AppStore available on BlackBerry 10?

 Our agreement with Amazon is part 
of our ongoing commitment to provide our 
customers with greater choices and the best 
user experience. 

 Developer have more options now 
that the Amazon Appstore is preloaded on 
BlackBerry devices running BlackBerry OS 
10.3.x starting with the BlackBerry Passport.  
The Amazon Appstore is available in 238 
countries and preloaded on Fire tablets, 
phones and TV.  

 The Appstore is also integrated into 
the overall Amazon shopping app experience 
enjoyed by millions of Android customers.  

@fi los
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liver Matinez, a.k.a. NemOry in the 
Digital World. I’m 22 Years old born 
from the Philippines stayed there for 
21 years and now in the US Jacksonville 

City, Florida. I’m half American half Filipino.

 I started programming when I was grade 
3 elementary. like 12 years from now. I started 
programming with WML for Wap Sites. My 
facebook that time was http://pinoywap.net or 
PinoyWAP & G-Blogs / Globe Blogs. A filipino social 
network wap site and that’s where I started to 
learn about programming.

 I currently know how to program in: C/C++, 
QT, Javascript, Java, C#, Lua Script, PHP, Visual 
Basic. Markup languages: QML, HTML, XAML, 
XML.

 In the past 4 years I was an android 
developer for like 2 years. then switched to 
Windows Phone & Windows 8 Development. Then 
when BB10 Came out with SDKs and stuffs then I 
started BB10 Development. Also in the middle of 
BB10 development I did play around with Unity3D 
and created an awesome unfinished game Kelly 
Escape.

Profile

Oliver Martinez

O  And right now I’m very focused on making 
native bb10 apps. I’m also a BlackBerry Elite. I’ve 
created some systems like the BB10 Quiz Maker: 
http://quizmaker.nemoryoliver.com/ and helped 
lots of devs push out apps in BB World before 
BB10 launch.

 I’ve used tools like: Corona SDK, Unity3D 
Engine, Windows SDK, Android SDK, BB10 SDK, 
Web Stuffs.

Why BlackBerry?

 
    I felt inlove with BB10 when I first seen it’s UI, 
the dev alpha, the sdk and the unique features 
like the Hub, No Home Button all gesture based , 
I said to myself this is awesome. This will be the 
OS I want.

    The amount of support as a developer in the 
BB10 platform is very good compared to the other 
platforms. BlackBerry provides development 
devices, early sdk access, webinars, swags, 
events and prizes.
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Snap 10

Twittly

Snap a photo or a video, add a caption, and 
send it to a friend.

Features:
• share pictures and videos with friends
• post snaps on your story
• see stories, best friends and score of your 

friends
• draw and add text to your pictures
• search friends on your phone
• save your picture on your phone
• front and back camera
• manage your account privacy
• notifications.

 With unique and innovative features, 
Twittly aims to replace the Native Twitter app 
on BlackBerry smartphones, delivering the most 
advance Twitter experience.

“Twittly brings the most advance Twitter 
experience available of today, integrated to all 
the users favorite apps bringing an amazing 
connected Twitter experience,” - Nemory 
Oliver, BlackBerry Elite Developer and CEO of 
Nemory Studios.

Get Connected with Twittly
• Landing Website: http://twittlyapp.com
• Twitter Account: @TwittlyApp
• BBM Channel Pin: C00374EB3
• Facebook Page: https://fb.com/twittly
• Support Email: twittlybb10@gmail.com

Apps Portfolio
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Messenger for Facebook
The fastest and the most reliable Facebook 
Messenger Client for BlackBerry 10.

• Real Time Sending and Receiving Chats 
(no refreshing required)

• Stunningly Beautiful Design
• Start a Conversation
• Send Stickers (via plain text Links/URL)
• Update your Facebook Status within the 

App
• Very Fast and Fluid Performance
• Sent / Received Date and Time.
• and more...

Dater
Dater is the way everyone is meeting new people.

Dater will find out who likes you nearby and 
connect you with them if you’re also interested.

1) Dater shows you someone nearby it thinks you 
should know, and lets you anonymously like or 
pass on them...

2) If someone you like happens to like you back, 
then 6tin makes an introduction & lets you chat 
within the app.

http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/vendor/53943/

    I’m a programming addict, but I do enjoy my life as well. I’m part of a group “NemOry Jackass 
/ Jackasses of the Philippines”, founded it since high school. I also have a band called “NemOry” 
That’s where NemOry came from, we were playing a cover of the song Memory by Sugarcult. 
    
We also do a lot of videos, funny, weird, dirty jackass videos. https://www.youtube.com/user/
NemOryOLIVER and https://www.youtube.com/user/NemOry3/videos

“
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eremy Duke, from the state of Alabama 
in the USA. I’ve always been a techy guy, 
but have traditionally been primarily 
focused on Web Development, building 
websites for clients.

 Currently, I am a Blackberry Cascades 
developer, BlackBerry Developer Elite member, 
and editor in chief / co-founder of OpenSourceBB 
(OSBB) where we attempt to educate developers, 
beginners and veterans alike. 

 I have always been a Blackberry enthusiast, 
but when the BlackBerry PlayBook launched I 
decided to take a look at app development and 
chose the WebWorks SDK as my starting point. I 
made a couple of apps for the PlayBook including 
a preliminary version of my current Built for 
BlackBerry application, Space TV. 

 Once the Cascades Native UI framework 
began taking shape for BlackBerry 10 devices, 
I decided to teach myself how to create native 
applications. My first app was SpaceTV and I used 
it to begin learning Cascades. Several months after 
launching v1 of SpaceTV, I had learned enough to 
completely rewrite and re-launch the app with a 

Profile

Jeremy Duke

J
completely new UI and improved code.

 I use and promote BlackBerry because I 
value communication and productivity over all 
else when it comes to my mobile device. There is 
simply no other platform that caters to me. My 
first BlackBerry was the BlackBerry Storm, and 
have been a BlackBerry user since. I currently 
carry the Z30 as my primary device, but I also 
own a Limited Edition Z10 and a Q10. 

Why BlackBerry?

 I develop for BlackBerry for several 
reasons. Some of the reasons are the same 
reasons I am a fan, but there are some practical 
reasons as well. For one. The BlackBerry 
community is second to none and I don’t 
think I could get the tight knit community feel 
developing for any other platform. Secondly, it 
is easier to get noticed building quality apps for 
BlackBerry versus building for other platforms.

 Honestly, I cannot imagine building for 
any other platform. For me it’s the community 
and the product for which I am building that 
matter most.
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SpaceTV

Apps Portfolio
 When not mentoring developers, I have 
created and continue to maintain the following 
apps:
• SpaceTV
• Mock It
• Flow (for BerryFlow.com)
• The official OSBB app
• The TARDIS Team

Mock It

 With Space TV for BlackBerry 10, you can 
stay up to date on everything from Astrophysics 
and Astronomy to NASA Launches and more!

• Live NASA TV (in HD)
• Space related news from all over the web
• NASA video on-demand - Astronomy Image of 

the Day (w/description)
• Latest images from the Mars Curiosity Rover 

(Mars Science Laboratory)

 Mockit is the legendary “Built for 
BlackBerry” meme generator, device Mock 
creator and photo frame studio.

 Mock It is the most powerful imaging tool 
for the BlackBerry 10 , a native application built 
and developed exclusively for the BlackBerry 10. 

 Use MockIt to create and share photos 
and images with style. With MockIt you can 
create custom memes, mock your photos in fake 
magazine covers, BlackBerry devices simulator 
and more.

 There are some pictures you want to 
share all at once? Use the section frames to 
combine several sets of photos in a collage that 
you can seamlessly and easily distribute to your 
friends, family or anyone else!

 

http : / /appwor ld .b lackber ry .com/
webstore/vendor/53943/

http://opensourcebb.com
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randon Orr from Toronto, Canada. I 
work professionally as a Transportation 
Planner using various programs such 
as ArcGIS and AutoCAD which have 

introduced me briefly to some programming in 
Python and HTML helping me in my personal app 
development.

 Ever since I was in University I had been 
interested in building my own mobile app. I went 
to the University of Waterloo which is where 
BlackBerry began. When it was time for me to 
upgrade from my iPhone I chose to support local 
and bought a Z10 on launch day. It was quickly 
apparent that there was a lack of apps for the 
platform at the time which made me decide to be 
part of the solution as opposed to just abandoning 
the platform. 

 In the summer of 2013 BlackBerry held a 
competition called the BlackBerry Jam Camp in 
Waterloo which was a two-day trip to Waterloo to 
learn the basics of BlackBerry 10 programing and 
then the goal was to build a built for BlackBerry 
App during the following two months to get a free 
BlackBerry 10 device. 

Profile

Brandon Orr

B
There were also bigger prizes for first, second 
and third places. I decided to participate in the 
competition and start my mobile development 
career!

 Before the BlackBerry Jam Camp I had 
zero mobile development experience, but some 
hard work and a lot of help from the awesome 
BlackBerry Developer community allowed me 
to complete my app and win first place in the 
competition!  

 What drives me to continue to the 
platform is the HUB and how the OS makes the 
daily tasks I have to do with my phone so much 
simpler. As I mentioned earlier I came from an 
iPhone which was great for app selection but 
I realized that I didn’t really play games very 
often on my device and that my primary use 
was mainly messaging, social networking and 
Internet browsing. The hub was a godsend 
for me allowing me to quickly and effectively 
answer and receive emails, BBMs, texts, etc all 
in one inbox. The HUB has vastly improved since 
10.0 and one of my favourite features now is 
pinch-to-view which allows me to quickly see 
all my unread messages.
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 Apart from the HUB my favourite aspect of 
the OS is the integrated share framework which 
makes it ridiculously easy to share content to any 
of your social networks or contacts. I never have 
to open 5 or 6 apps anymore to do my messaging 
and social networking. I mainly just do it all in the 
hub.

PinGuin

 I built my first app for the BlackBerry 
Jam Camp competition mentioned earlier.  
I chose to build an app that would allow 
users to save and share locations with users 
across all the major mobile OS. My mother 
and sister were constantly forgetting where 
they had seen a nice pair of shoes or a nice 
dress that they later wanted to return to or 
show a friend directions to. 

 Taking this as my inspiration I decided 
to build my app PinGuin which allows users 
to save locations and attach a photo with 
it as well as categorize it with a tag. When 
reviewing the location users could share the 
location or navigate to it using BlackBerry 
maps (sharing cross-platform opens up 
the shared location on the native map 
application in each OS by the way).

 I later expanded on this functionality 
allowing users to add custom location 
tags and adding Pebble Integration through 
Talk2Watch allowing users to save locations 
through their smartwatch without having to 
enter the app and do it manually.

Apps Portfolio

Future Plans

 Currently I’m working on a few different 
apps including a Mixcloud.com native Cascades 
client as well as an app that will allow people 
the search and share hockey arenas across 
North America as well as navigate to them. I’m 
a hockey referee so this will definitely come in 
handy to me.

 In the future I plan to work on some 
more enterprise focused apps especially data 
collection apps for companies who currently do 
in-person surveys.

Favourite BlackBerry 10 Device

 My favourite BlackBerry 10 device 
is currently the Z30, but I plan on getting a 
Passport to try and see if I can handle going back 
to a physical keyboard. The virtual keyboard on 
BlackBerry 10 is amazing.
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at Wallace and I reside in Kingston 
Ontario. I have been a brand advocate 
for BlackBerry for a long time and am 
proud to be part of the social elite 
BlackBerry team. 

 I work in the sales industry and the health 
care field and have done advertising, marketing 
and promotions for a wide variety of companies. 

 When BlackBerry 10 launched I was 
shocked that there was no option to quickly 
update all your status messages across social 
networks as ‘Social Feeds’ previously allowed 
BlackBerry users to do. I mentioned this to a 
good friend who in return began to build what 
you know today as QuickPost.

Profile

Pat Wallace

P Why BlackBerry?

 I have been a loyal BlackBerry user for 
many years as I firmly believe in using your 
smartphone as a productivity tool, not a toy.

 I would never consider another option. 
BlackBerry knows what you need to do 
and makes the multitasking I do every day 
achievable.
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QuickPost
 Instead of typing out what you want 
to share multiple times, just type it once and 
QuickPost will push it to your social media 
accounts. The great thing about QuickPost 
is that it integrates with the accounts on 
your BlackBerry 10 device so you don’t need 
to login again within the app. You can post 
to Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, even BBM 
Groups, BBM Channels and Blaq, great for if 
you want to share a link with the masses.

 QuickPost has been downloaded 
around the world by thousands of hyper 
connected users. QuickPost has had a number 
of updates since launching in August 2013 
and supports image sharing, status updating 
and even sharing what you’re listening to. As 
BlackBerry continues to evolve and support 
new features QuickPost too, will continue 
to grow and expand to accommodate the 
features and requests from our customers.
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ogeshwar Padhyegurjar from India. I started with Mobile application development purely 
as a hobby and as a means to learn something new. I bought a Nokia C7 (Symbian based) 
smartphone mainly for application development. Before starting this journey I was already 
part of Indian IT industry mainly in Java EE area and working as Technical Architect. 

Profile

Yogeshwar Padhyegurjar

Y
Why BlackBerry?

I chose BlackBerry mainly due to 2 factors:

1) BlackBerry 10 platform - When I initially 
looked into the platform a mobile OS based on 
QNX (RTOS) and offering Qt as development 
environment intrigued me.  I was never a BBOS 
user in the past but BlackBerry 10 offered me 
a great continuation path from Symbian. I was 
also given Nokia Lumia 800 as a developer 
gift device from Nokia but based on my free 
time I had to choose between Windows Phone 
or BlackBerry 10 and overall BlackBerry 10 
personally suited me better.

2) Symbian was declared dead, so I needed 
to shift my attention somewhere. BlackBerry 
developer relations team had a offer going for 
loaning Dev Alpha device to Qt developers. I 
jumped on this offer and never looked back. 
When I started BlackBerry 10 development 
my Symbian application was already quite 
well established and I had a choice of doing 
a quick and dirty port or rewrite application 
from scratch in Cascades to get maximum 
support from underlying BB10 platform. I am 
glad that I chose the latter which not only 
made the application move integrated but 
also offered lots of nice APIs to work with. I 
think I completed the effort and had a basic 
working version ready in about 3/4 weeks and 
application was live in app world shortly after 
the platform launch in January.
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 Looking at the roadmap the current 
roadmap looks quite good in terms of OS 
(not so in terms of devices as full touch devices 
have been put on backburner due to the 
enterprise focus). 

 There are some worries like Fragmentation 
of app stores (Amazon app world) and some 
confusion about if native apps which target 
normal consumers will be allowed in app world 
in future.

 I am currently looking for next medium/
high end full touch phone from BlackBerry as 

my next phone (upgrade from current Z10 LE 
edition) and plan to stay in this ecosystem 
as both user and developer. I personally feel 
BlackBerry offers currently one of the best 
development environment and I will continue 
to developer till that holds true.

 My main motivation in development 
is learning new things and BlackBerry dev 
platform is helping me do that. Although I 
develop as a hobby I take the development 
and support very seriously and try my best to 
respond to feature requests/bug reports or 
general queries from the end users.

Apps Portfolio
 Currently I develop & maintain a Feedly/
NewsBlur client for BlackBerry 10 called 
gNewsReader.

gNewsReader
 This application was originally developed 
for Nokia Symbian platform (also works on 
MeeGo phones like N9) and was meant to 
support Google reader as a backend. 

 As we all know Google stopped Google 
reader as a service while back so effectively 
both the orginal backend and platform of this 
application are now non existent. The Application 
had thrived despite is quite amazing considering 
this was done mainly as a Hobby project in my 
spare time.

 When I initially planned to start developing 
mobile applications first question every 
application developer faces at the beginning 
is which application? For me the choice was 
simple because I was a heavy Google reader user 
and there were no good clients for the same on 
Symbian. When the application was ported to 
BlackBerry there was some initial competition 
with existing applications in app world but 
gNewsReader was able to outlast them all, 
survived the Google Reader shutdown. 

 The community support from BlackBerry 
ecosystem has been quite amazing including 
exchanges with fellow developer, user community, 
forums and blogger community and I will easily 
admit that the application owes a lot to the 
community.

 It was also a great experience working 
with the Feedly team and I am quite happy that 
gNewsReader with Feedly support was available on 
the Feedly platform launch and endorsed officially 
on their site. I really like how accessible they are 
when I reach out to them and the response time 
is usually pretty good. 

 BlackBerry developer relations and app 
world support teams have also helped a lot and 
need to be thanked for the support extended by 
them without their active support the application 
would not have been a reality.
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hashwat Pradhan, a BlackBerry 
Elite Developer. I am a serial 
Entrepreneur currently serving as 
the CEO and founder of Emberify 
(http://emberify.com) where we have a 

5 person team. 

 We work with Native Cascades apps. 
Emberify is a startup working on consumer 
based analytic and utility apps. Using contextual 
information, cloud integration and analytic 
technologies Emberify aims to create a more 
relevant mobile experience for their users.

 I also consult at Max Secure Software 
where we have a large Built for BlackBerry apps 
portfolio. We work on security and privacy apps 
for both consumers and the enterprise BlackBerry 
is our focussed platform for the quality of great 
users and a great community. With prosumers and 
enterprises in need for quality of high productivity 
apps. It has been a great journey since the platform 
was launched on January 30th. 

 It’s been a good two years of BlackBerry 10 
development.

Profile

Shashwat Pradhan

S
Apps Portfolio
 Instant is one of the most popular apps 
that Emberify launched on BlackBerry World. 
Since BlackBerry users are addicted to their 
phones, Instant serves as a lifestyle app that 
tracks device usage and allows the user to set 
limits and reminders. We offer advance analytics 
with graphs. The plan is to add more analytic 
features and make it a central tracking/analytic 
app for users.

http://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/89800/

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/57368/
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Instant - Track device usageReminder Now

 Instant is a lifestyle app, automatically 
tracks the daily usage of your BlackBerry. It can 
works seamlessly in the background(headless) 
tracking how much time you spend on your 
BlackBerry everyday.

Key features:
1. Automatically track your BlackBerry 
device usage time.
2. Get reminders in the hub with usage time 
and your daily remaining of the limit.
3. Track history of your daily device usage.
4. Share your usage with your friends with 
our ‘#InstantBB’ hashtag.
5. Graphs of usage time percent and unlock 
count added with Instant 2.0.
6. Optimized for all BlackBerry 10 devices.

Instant will help you balance your life so that 
you can focus more on the people around you.

 Reminder Now is a contextual reminder 
app. With people and location based reminders, 
Reminder Now builds on the native BlackBerry 
experience of the Remember app.

Key features:
- Location based reminders- To remind you 
when you go to the selected place
- People based reminders- Reminders on an 
SMS/Email from the selected contact
- Runs in the background(headless)
- Integrated with the hub
- Favourite Places
- 2 step reminder creation
- Supports the BlackBerry Z10, Q10, Q5, Z30, 
Z3, Passport and the BlackBerry Porsche 
Design devices.

Using Location based reminders you can keep 
in track of your to-do list based on locations.

Future Plans

 We are currently working with a company to work on an Enterprise version for Reminder 
Now. We also have couple of consumer app launches before the end of the year. Can’t wait to launch 
them and bring them to the BlackBerry community.
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ichael Muth, 36 years old, born in 
Germany and began developing in the 
age of 12. I got a Commodore C64 for 
christmas and I found it just extremely 

cool to get stuff working. Just like today with my 
BlackBerry. ;-)

 I began with Basic, learned some Assembler 
and C during industrial training and developed 
many years using Visual Basic at Work.

Profile

Michael Muth

M

Why BlackBerry?

 The reason and background of why 
you chose BlackBerry (if you also have BBOS 
experience, by all means – do tell)
 
Because Nokia “asked me” to do so. :-D

 I was a Nokia fanboy for many years 
and I began to develop for those short after 
they bought Qt, a cross platform development 
framework for which I learned C++ from the 
ground up. It needs a lot of time to establish a 
completely new framework in your developer 
community and short after they invested 

several years, got everything ready and the 
first devices arrived at the market the hostile 
take-over by Microsoft began and I got asked 
to begin again from zero and learn now .NET 
development for the uncapable Windows Phone 
devices.

 Just during those times BlackBerry gave 
out Playbook tablets to interested developers 
which seemed to be also capable of Qt and in 
the same year more details about BB10 were 
unveiled. The use of Cascades framework was 
made based on the stuff Nokia has created and 
Qt was used as part of the native framework. 
Reason enough for me to take a closer look.
Furthermore was the user interface concept of 
the first prototype device I got in my hands (Dev 
Alpha) surprisingly similar to my beloved Nokia 
N9 for which I needed a successor since Nokia 
was not longer capable of creating devices 
powered by Qt.

 So I began to port my Symbian, maemo 
and MeeGo apps over to BlackBerry 10 and 
in the meantime I develop exclusively for this 
devices.
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BlackBullet - a native client 

for pushbullet.com and 

IFTTT.COM.

 The whole app is still work in progress and 
totally unfinished. Despite the fact that a lot of 
stuff is still missing I published the project in the 
meantime as public BETA because it is already a 
incredibly useful tool.

 It is a app for device to device 
communication. You can sent using this app text 
blocks, links or even files from your BlackBerry to 
your Desktop, a iPad or Android Tablet. Also the 
other way arround. 

 Thanks to IFTTT.COM integration this 
works also automatically, based on stuff which 
happens on the Internet. Instagram, Facebook, 
Stock exchange, blogs, news... everything as a 

    “I’m just a small boring 
nerd which enjoys too much 

Coke and loves to create apps 
which helps people to stay 

productive. I’m a mixture of 
Homer Simpson and Sheldon 

Cooper...”

“
Apps Portfolio

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/31717/

notification at your BlackBerry Hub and thanks to 
Talk2Watch integration also as a notification to 
your pebble at your wrist.

 It can acts also as a optional cloud 
extention for ClipMan and you can sent moreover 
stuff directly from a browser window at your 
desktop to the clipboard of your BlackBerry by 
simply using the keyword ClipMan in the title of a 
push notification. You will love it!
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Future Plans

 I’m currently developing BlackBullet full 
steam ahead (some push types are still missing, 
the headless integration needs to get done and 
a lot more stuff) and I have already my next 
application on the drawing board which I would 
love to begin as soon as possible. 

 This will keep me for sure busy for the 
next few months and until then I will have the 
next ones on schedule.

 In case you’re interested in news around 
the projects by @QtHelex don’t forget to 
follow my BBM Channel: C003AE8FE

Note to the Community

 If you like native apps don’t forget to 
leave good reviews at BlackBerry World. In 
case you have suggestions or ran in any kind 
of issue drop the developer directly a EMail via 
BlackBerry World. 

 This way your questions can get answered 
and the developer is also able to ask for more 
details. Developing apps needs a lot of learning 
and is a incredible amount of work. 

 Sometimes you’re just unable to see the 
smaller issues because of all the stuff you need 
to be aware of. 

 Just leaving a bad reviews won’t help 
anyone, help the developer instead and the 
chance will get a lot higher that you get in the 
end the kind of app you really would love to 
have. 

Thanks a lot for your support! :-) 

ClipMan Clipboard Manager

 ClipMan is maybe currently the most 
useful app at BlackBerry World if you have to 
deal with texts, tweets and social networks at 
your BlackBerry device. 

 It doesn’t matter if you just store text 
blocks to be able to answer faster your business 
email, if you write BBM postings in drafts within 
ClipMan without the danger of sending it out 
too early or if you are doing a complicated 
investigation at the Internet and collecting Links 
to interesting stuff.

 It stores everything which you copy to the 
clipboard, headless and with the option to add a 
clound extention to increase your producitivity 
even more. 

 It is also a frontend to Turbo Reader and 
stores the last reading position. Hard to explain 
and the most users don’t belive that they may 
really need such a app until they have finally 
used it for a few days. Just check some of the 
over 600 great 5 star reviews, I’m sure they are 
convincing. 

 IMHO the best invested 2 bucks at 
BlackBerry World! 
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ik Scheffer from Netherlands. I started 
programming at primary school. There 
I was taught to write simple websites 
with HTML and CSS. 

 In the years after I learned a lot more 
about building websites. During middle school I 
started learning PHP and MySQL, so I could make 
interactive websites. Around the same time a 
friend convinced me to start making some games 
with Gamemaker, a simple tool for making simple 
games. Which was relative easy because of my 
previous gathered programming experience.

 After a little while I wanted to make 
applications which could run on my computer. 
Due to my father’s work, we had Visual Studio on 
our computer at home, so I started to learn C#. 
A few years later Windows Phone was launched, 
which enabled me to make phone apps with C#.  
And later on, with the release of Windows 8, I 
started to make apps for Windows 8. While making 

Profile

Rik Scheffer 

R
some apps for customers, I also learned about 
writing apps for Android and iOS.

When BlackBerry held the BlackBerry DevCon 
Europe 2012 in Amsterdam, my home town, 
they offered all attendees a free BlackBerry 
PlayBook. This sounded great, so I attended 
and started to learn how to write apps for the 
BlackBerry PlayBook. I also joined the Dutch 
BlackBerry Developer Group.

 For testing purposes BlackBerry 
gave me a BlackBerry 10 Dev Alpha A at the 
BlackBerry 10 Jam World Tour Amsterdam. 
This encouraged me to port my PlayBook 
apps to BlackBerry 10 and therefore received 
a Limited edition Z10. A couple of my apps 
got the Built for BlackBerry designation, for 
example Rumminy. In January 2014 a friend 
and I became Group managers of the Dutch 
BlackBerry developer group/BlackBerry 
Community NL.
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http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/vendor/22561/

Why BlackBerry?

 The great parts of developing apps for 
BlackBerry are the ease of use of Cascades 
and its high flexibility. Another great thing of 
BlackBerry from the perspective of developers 
is that there are not that much apps, so you 
can be the first to make apps, which already 
have hundreds copies on Android etc. but none 
on BlackBerry, for BlackBerry. Also when you 
release an app it can easily get quite some 
exposure on BlackBerry.

 After learning to build native apps for 
BlackBerry (with cascades) I also learned writing 
apps with Qt, which is very similar to cascades. 
Apps created with Qt can easily be ported to all 
major mobile platforms.

Apps Portfolio
 My favourite app I built is Rumminy for 
BlackBerry 10. It is a free online turn based game, 
just like the family game Rummi or Rummikub. 

 This fun game is easy to play, and during 
the game you can chat with your opponents. 

 My current plan with this game is to bring 
it to the other major platforms, so more people 
can enjoy it. The Windows 8 version is the first 
of those to be released. Leaderboards are also 
in the works.

Collaboration Projects

• Apps.aero: http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/vendor/24318/

• TinCan IRC: http://appworld.blackberry.com/webstore/content/33994898/
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ulian Tessmann from Germany. I am a 
Web-Developer, so i am loving HTML5/
WebWorks for BlackBerry 10. 

 Sublime-Text (a simple Text Editor) is 
my tool to write apps in HTML5/JavaScript. I know 
people love the native look of BlackBerry 10 Apps, 
so i am using the BBUI.JS toolkit to get close to it. 

 I chose BlackBerry a few years ago with my 
older BlackBerry Pearl. After that i updated to the 
Curve 8520 and the Bold 9900. I used it a very long 
time and started to love BlackBerry more every 
day. Since the BlackBerry 10 release, i started to 
develope apps using a device-simulator. After 
a few apps, i was able to get a developer-unit 
from BlackBerry, the Dev-Alpha C. I joined a few 
developer programs and got my lovely red Z10LE 
and using it till know. I really like the BlackBerry 
10 platform in all its ways, from the gesture based 
UI to its productivity - its simply professional. 

 The next step will hopefully be the Passport!

Profile

 Julian Tessmann

J Apps Portfolio
 I developed around 10 Apps for BlackBerry 
10. From my favorite App “BProfile” to an app 
for my local soccer team, a car finder etc.

 My favorite App is “BProfile”, its just a 
simple small app, which lets you add BlackBerry 
logos and text to your own profile picture. 

 The idea was simple: Show all people 
your BlackBerry Love around the World in your 
profile picture!

 After I submitted it to BlackBerry World 
the resonance was incredible. I got thousands 
of downloads in a short time, got request from 
BlackBerry-Blogs around the world, added more 
symbols and features every update.
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BPROFILE
 BProfile is a free app which allow you 
to place a BlackBerry 10 Style Text-Block 
onto your profile picture. You can choose 
an existing picture from your gallery or you 
can take a new photo with your camera. 
After that you can add a text you like (21 
characters max) and move around the 
Textbox. Add some symbols you want, drag 
them the place you want, change the color 
of the textblock and save it!

 The picture size will be 500x500px, 
so it perfectly fits your twitter / facebook / 
BBM profile picture or any other avatar!

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/46952/
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ony Cresswell, a BlackBerry enthusiast, 
and general Jack-of-all-Trades. By day I 
work in IT, specifically with a background 
in databases and Unix systems. By night, 

well I don’t wear cape and save the world, but I do 
write a few apps.
 
 I like BlackBerry phones mainly because 
of my opinion that hardware keyboard devices 
have advantages not seen in all touch devices. 
I like speed dials, and I like the ability to launch 
your apps quickly by typing the apps names 
rather than fiddling around with a touch screen. 
BlackBerry seem to have the perfect blend of 
touch screens and hardware devices. They are 
the only manufacturer of phones that realise 
this currently, which is why I stay with them as 
providers of my phone of choice.
 
 I learned to program in C and Java a great 
many years ago, and since I came to BlackBerry, I 
started as just an everyday user like many of us. 
However, I was inspired by a man who had written 
an application for BlackBerry 10 phones. Initially 
I agreed to help him test the app as I had a few 
problems with it, but in time, he wrote an api for 
it which inspired me to try and write apps that 
could use it. There were things I wanted on my 
phone that nobody had written. So that is where 
I started - I realised I could teach myself C++ and 
Cascades skills relatively simply, and I would be 
able to do something about getting the apps I 
always wanted to have. Thats where I started, 
and that’s where I still carry on today - writing 
the applications BlackBerry 10 doesn’t have that 
interest me, and sharing them with others.

Profile

Tony Cresswell

T

Apps Portfolio
 I have written 9 apps currently: 

• SmartWatch Companion - Pebble 
Smartwatch integrated tools

• NFC Companion - same tools as Smartwatch 
companion, but no smartwatch barrier to 
entry - SWC for everyone else

• Cast - Chromecast support for YouTube on 
BB10

• BlockID - minecraft block id lookup tool
• MobID - minecraft mob id lookup tool
• Hue Companion - control your Philips Hue 

Lights from your BlackBerry 10 phone
• Coffee Companion - use your loyalty card 

with your favourite coffee shop
• MediaX - Native Plex Media Server Client 

application
• Passport Companion - support for iOS 

Passbook .pkpass files on BlackBerry 10.

 My favourite is currently mediaX - this is 
a plex client.

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/86819/
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Hue Companion

MediaX

Own a set of Philips Hue lights? Good news, the 
first native app to support control of Philips Hue 
lights on BlackBerry 10 has now arrived!

With deep integration into the BlackBerry 10, you 
can now conveniently control your lights, and 
at last leverage the power of your BlackBerry 10 
phone with them.

 The first native Plex Client application has 
now arrived for BlackBerry 10, and makes full use 
of the most extraordinary mobile platform money 
can buy. If you love your Films, Photos, TV, and 
music, you’ve already catalogued them on one of 
the best Media Servers out there, so now enjoy 
what your BlackBerry 10 smartphone can add to 
that experience.

NOTE - TO USE THIS PRODUCT YOU NEED TO HAVE 
A PLEX MEDIA SERVER INSTALLED.

 I have a lot of media and my app lets 
me use my Plex server anywhere in a way the 
android app doesn’t. Android apps are all very 
well but for me there are certain advantages 
of speed and integration that an android app 
will never have. 

 For me its specifically the integration to 
Universal search on the phone. Coupled with 
a hardware keyboard, knowing my favourites 
films on my media server are as close as simply 
typing their name into the phone, anywhere in 
the world - well, I think that’s about as cool 
as its going to get!

 Bringing the speed and depth of system 
integration only a native app can bring, MediaX 
offers you:

• Guided Configuration of your application at 
first startup

• Full playback of all your media locally and 
remotely, even on 3g/4g connection – 
requires a free plex.tv account.

• Watch Items from your my Plex Queue on 
your handheld.

• much more...
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Davide Massetti, I’m 23, I come from 
Italy and I’m not a developer for job, I 
study Economy at University of Brescia. 

 I started to create apps in May 2013 with 
the tool BlackBerry App Generator but I didn’t like 
what I created, then in the summer I started to 
study Cascades for create native apps. 

 I still write my apps in Cascades because 
I think it’s best language to express look&feel 
of BlackBerry 10. I like a lot this platform and its 
community where people help each other.

 I want to continue to write native’s apps 
beacause I believe in a rebirth of BlackBerry in a 
consumer market too, it will not easy but I believe 
in it.

Profile

Davide Massetti

D
Apps Portfolio

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/63607/

 I have 12 apps that earned “Built for 
BlackBerry” badge, I win “Built for BlackBerry 
Limited Edition Program”, “Built for BlackBerry 
OnBoard Program” and EMEA final winner of the 
Built of BlackBerry OnBoard Program where I win 
75.000$ in marketing services; a few weeks ago 
I have entered in BlackBerry Enterprise Partner 
Program at Silver Tier.
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Rome Subway
 Perfect for those currently living in 
Italy, or tourists traveling in Rome, the Rome 
Subway app is so much more than a map of 
the subway system:

- Get help navigating the subway system
- Calculate the shortest route to your 
destination
- Obtain up-to-date ticket information
- Learn hours of operation
- See the latest tweets from @InfoAtac, 
the official Twitter account of the Rome 
Subway
- And much more!
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eandro Sales, PhD in Computer Science 
from the Federal University of Campina 
Grande (UFCG) and teacher / researcher 
at the Instituto de Computação (IC), 
Federal University of Alagoas (UFAL). 

 Worked and / or coordinated projects in 
partnership with industry, such as BlackBerry, 
Epson, Nokia, Banco do Brasil, Soundtracker, 
1Click2Eat.com, Agência Estado, Petrobrás, 
Odebrecht and Signove.

 Currently, I’m coordinator of the BlackBerry 
Technology Center in Latin America, controlled by 
the Computação Móvel e Pervasiva of UFAL. 
 
 Expertise in distributed system, ubiquitous 
computing and Internet and Web, was CEO of 
Spry Software (Brazil / USA) and a founding 
partner of SalesTech, focused on technologies for 
personalization of mobile services market. 

 Have interest in projects developed with the 
participation of industry, especially in the area of 
services in pervasive environments, security and 
distributed systems with focus on communication 
protocols, especially on transport protocols.   

Profile

Leandro Sales

L
 Specialty programming in C ++, Qt, PHP and 
Bash. Have over 25 articles published in journals, 
newspapers and conferences such as the Linux 
Magazine, Embedded Linux Conference, Linux 
Symposium (Ottawa), FISL (Fórum Internacional 
de Software Livre), PyCon Brasil, Journal of the 
Brazilian Computer Society (Springer), IEEE 
Transaction on Consumer Electronics, Journal of 
Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence 
(Elsevier), International Journal of Web and Grid 
Services (InderScience), International Conference 
on Consumers Electronics (ICCE), Symposium 
on Applied Computing (ACM/SAC), Wireless 
Communication and Network Computer (WCNC), 
International Conference on Mobile Ubiquitous 
Computing, Systems, Services and Technologies 
(UBICOMM), Brazilian Symposium of Computer 
Networks (SBRC) and Simpósio Brasileiro de 
Sistemas Multimídia e Web (WebMedia).

Why BlackBerry?

 My story with the BlackBerry began in 
2011 when we won the competition of the best 
application in Adobe Camp Brazil. 
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 Then in 2012, I led a team that also won 
competitions such as Adobe Camp Brazil and two 
BlackBerry hackathons, one in Recife and the 
other in San Jose, California, both for best RedBull 
application. In this phase, several other projects 
began to appear in the context of the BlackBerry 
platform, which allowed me to specialize in the 
platform and develop other projects, such as 
judges application for the BlackBerry hackathons, 
the Ballom Tour (over 30 thousand downloads), 
the UPnPlayer, the FeetFit, among others.

 In late 2012, we were invited to host 
the first BlackBerry technology center in Latin 
America, followed by other 4, but those were 
closed months later. Our history has been highly 
successful and strong work.

 We developed the application for +9 for 
BBOS 5, 6 and 7, and only in three months in 2013, 
we ported 160 applications and Android games to 
BlackBerry 10.

 Today I can no longer stop the 
development for the BlackBerry platform, neither 
stop thinking of innovative solutions involving 
BlackBerry devices 10. 

 To begin, the developer options are 
numerous, all based on solid proposals, such as 
Qt and Cordova. The quality of the hardware is 
also another point to note, the operating system 
stability is sensational and the security level 
is very high, which permeates all BlackBerry 
products.

 So, I strongly believe that the BlackBerry 
platform won me over for these reasons that 
tastes naturally, not to mention the market 
opening and a fertile ground for any developer / 
company start having financial returns.

Apps Portfolio

http://appworld.blackberry.com/
webstore/vendor/55406/

 I can name a few as my favorites, like 
UPnPlayer and FeetFit.

 The UPnPlayer is an application that 
enables discovery and control of multimedia 
devices. In this context, it allows a user to play 
in your SmartTV, a video stored on your PC or on 
your own smartphone, and other features.

 The UPnPlayer is a project built upon 
a framework called BRisa UPnP, which I also 
developed and today we have a team in the tech 
center focused on its evolution. Other projects 
are being developed, mainly focused on home 
automation, but the BRisa is not limited to this.

 The project is open source and we are 
always looking for interested devs to help us.

 FeetFit, is a step counter app, developed 
by two members of our team in the Tech Center.

 There are plans for this application, 
mainly focused on monitoring the development 
of Parkinson’s disease, but this is subject for an 
next opportunity.
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UPnPlayer FeetFit
The UPnPlayer is a BlackBerry PlayBook 
app (a BlackBerry 10 version is being 
developed) allows users to find, 
control and share media content 
among DLNA-compliant home devices, 
such as TVs, computers and Network-
Attached Storage (NAS). 

 Firstly UPnPlayer search for 
multimedia devices such as media 
servers and media renderers. Once 
devices are found, it allow the user 
browse the list of media items 
available in the found media servers 
and them reproduce them in the media 
renderers.

FeetFit is an application developed 
for all those people who wish to get 
in shape and be on control of all their 
activities. This is a native an intuitive 
application, where you just have to 
put it in your pocket and walk. The app 
automatically suit you and notify how 
much calories you’ve wasted during 
the day and the traveled distance.

FeetFit allows you to make daily 
achievements and share how much 
steps you’ve taken on any social 
network!
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Future Plans

 I am currently focused on developing 
applications to improve the productivity of the 
BlackBerry users. Indeed, this strategy is directed 
to all developers who currently I manage on the 
tech center.

 Soon, we will have some interesting 
applications in the context of law and also in 
the context of personal financial control.

 We already have some published 
applications such as ProTiming, focused on 
time management, working for private tutors, 
containing functions that enable them to 
easily organize their activities and charge their 
customers in an organized manner.

 Another line that we are starting some 
work is the Internet of Things. In this context, I am 
working on board a simple solution based on the 
MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport) as 
well as indoor location and, a little further away 
but still in context, a transport protocol called 
GMTP (Global Media Transmission Protocol) to 
mass distribution of live multimedia content.
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van Scher, Bahia, Brazil, 30 years of age, 
graduated in design major with focus on 
visual communication.

 
 In early 2006 I started working with web 
design, flash animation, and then immediately AS3 
programming, html, javascript and css... 

 I specialized as a programmer frontend. 
Worked in large companies in Salvador, Porto 
Alegre and now I’m in Ribeirão Preto, where I am a 
digital project manager at Alta Comunicazione.

 I started working with the BlackBerry10 
platform in 2012, the company made large 
investments in developers, making it super 
attractive. I was part of the beta tester Z10, won 
two sets in the rewards of blackberry programs.

 The first app that I created have generated 
a big buzz because the platform was starting and 
just filled an important demand. 

Profile

Ivan Scher

I

Apps Portfolio

 Now I began to develop using Cordova, 
from now on I intend to develop cross-platform 
apps, but I will always admire the Blackberry 
which earned me some good results and in my 
opinion the Z10 and Z30 are among the top 
devices we have in the market.

http ://appwor ld .b lackberry .com/
webstore/vendor/62414/

Future Plans
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Rastrear Correios

Briefing Móvel

Guitar Tuner

Manage all your packages on your smartphone, 
track the status and history through which has 
passed your order for free.

Save the codes of orders that have not yet arrived 
and so did not need to type it again.

So you can register as many packages as you want!.

Briefing Well Prepared in Few Clicks.

Sometimes the briefing can happen 
unexpectedly, and the professional must 
be prepared to do a good briefing. For a 
time asking the right questions, know the 
profile of the customer, build trust, and 
understand everything that the customer 
wants to convey.

Clicking on the button that is next to each of the 
notes, the sound of the string is output in high 
quality so that it can be tuned by comparison. Tune 
the guitar this way can be a good technique to get 
the musician to educate the ear.
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CJH

Themes for Legacy Devices

In a BlackBerry 10 era, it might feel “out 
of place” to stay focused on the legacy 
devices. But there are still developers that brings 
apps & themes for legacy devices.

Meet JinHyuk Choi, a korean developer that 
loves his Bold 9900 and delivers amazing quality 
themes for BBOS.

CJH favorite themes:

• Like 10
• se7en
• Mac OS X
• Animated Jarvis Theme

CJH Themes & Wallpapers:
http://bb-cjh.blogspot.com.br

se7ven Mac OS X Animated Jarvis Theme
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Like 10 Renewal



Contra Capa


